**TUF4CPE**

Suited for long distance lighting applications such as searching. The tight white spot provides an intense focused beam. The TUF4CPE stands up to a wide range of outdoor applications.

It is impact resistant and can be easily retrieved from water. A shatterproof lens protects the LED from abusive environments and adds durability.

**POWERFUL**
- Long distance beam for searching
- Tight white spot provides intense focused beam

**TOUGH**
- ABS plastic frames with steel sides and shock absorbing rubber overmolds
- Shatterproof lens

**DURABLE**
- Survives a 4-meter drop

**WEATHERPROOF**
- Meets IEC IPX4 standards for resistance to water penetration

**Performance:**

**Run Time**
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21 C)

**Battery Type**

***Important Notice***
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.

Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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